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shown in the Exposition, this engine is blocked up on 'l'he office of the company is at No. 543 Wood in fact, the operator must see in this roughly con
a platform and run by compressed air. The utmost Street, Pittsburg, Pa. A large illustrated catalogue structed form his animal all completed and finished as 
power is secured by small driving wheels, with a cor- will be sent, on application, to interested parties. a perfect specimen. A knowledge of comparative oste-
respondingly sufficient weight, all carried on the driv-

_ '.' _ 
ology is almost indispensable at this stage of the work. 

ing wheels. Sharp corners are easily turned, as the The framework completed and corrected for every 
wheel base is short, sometimes but a little over 24 MOUNTING OF LARGE ANIMALS. possible error, and the position or attitude of the ani-
inches, in engines of this class. The engineer has an BY L. L. DYCHE. mal determined, the next step is to begin the devel-
unobstructed view in all directions, which is desirable The system shown in the accompanying views is opment of the statue proper. This is done by wind
for safety when running through buildings and yards. called the statue met�lOd, from the fact that a statue ing and sewmg on wood fiber or excelsior. It 
All valves, levers, gauges, etc.; are in easy reach. The is built to represent the body of the animal and over takes time to become even a good mechanical winder. 
cylinders are inclined sufficiently to avoid obstructions this completed statue or body form the skin is fitted. The excelsior should be wound on with an even com
on the floor, and also to keep the machinery out of the The most natural place with which to begin our de- pactness. The statue finished in wood fiber should 
dust. The links are also at a good height from the scription is the animal itself. A good prime skin from be solid, and yet spring when the hand is pressed 
floor. The proportions of the boiler are such that a good animal is the first requisite for good work. The against it. There should be no soft places. With a 
only an occasional lump of coal is needed under usual individual animal intended to be mounted for a speci- year's practice men in my laboratory usually become 
conditions. This general type is built as narrow as 18 men should be well studied before and after skinning very good mechanical winders. Figs. 2 and 3 repre
inches and 20 inches gauge, and one regular size still when this is possible. If this cannot be done, then sent the statue in process of construction. Fig. 4 

smaller, with 5 by 10 cylinders. This locomotive some other animal of the species must be thoroughly represents the statue as finished by winding and sew
differs from the other four of the exhibit in having studied. ing on excelsior, and should in a rough way repre
solid chilled driving wheels instead of wheels with Before placing the skin on the completed statue, it sent the surface contour of the body of the skinned 
steel tires. should be thoroughly tanned. In order that this may horse. This rough statue is now finished in model-

The "City and Suburban" railroad locomotive is be accomplished, all fat and flesh should be carefully ing clay much after the fashion that a sculptor 
especially designed for light traffic where speed is removed from it. It should also be shaved down, if finishes a statue. The first coat of clay is, however, 
needed, affording sufficient power, allowing the use of thick like that of a moose or buffalo skin, to an even put on in a thin pasty condition and rubbed into the 
light rails and adapted to turn sharp curves in crowded thickness all over. A draw shave and sharp knives excelsior. Without anatomical knowledge and skill 
city streets. Power is secured by as much weight on the ca.n be used, but the regular fleshing knives used by the operator cannot hope for much success either 
drivers as is desirable for the proportions of cylinders tanners have been productive of the best results in with the rough statue or tpe finished clay model. 
to the driving wheels used, and ease of motion is my laboratory, especially with large skins. Fig. 5 represents the statue all finished in clay ready 
secured by the equalizing of the driving wheels and The operator must know his animal before he can for the skin. The skin h�s been kept in tan liquor 
the use of the rear truck. The special truck enables hope to produce its form in the shape of a statue. In for at least six months, and is thoroughly flexible and 
the motor to' pass with ease curves that would be order to facilitate his work he should ha,ve at hand a soft. Fig. 6 shows the process of putting the skin on 
otherwise impracticable. The boiler is of abundant complete series of notes and measurementj!, giving all the complete statue of the horse Comanche. The 
capacity and adapted to anthracite coal or coke. The diameters, circumferences and anatomical character- skin is sewed up, commencing at the feet. Two 
noise of the ordinary 'exhaust is avoided by a simple istics of the animal. Drawings, sketches and photo- needles are used, and the stitch might be called the 
design of exhaust which converts the usual intermit- graphs of dead and live animals are always of great double baseball. 
tent noisy action into a quiet, continuous flow. Motors value. Aside from all this, the operator should know As each leg is sewed up, care must be taken that 
of this class are designed to make money where the his animal in another way. He should know it so well clay is filled in wherever necessary to bring out each 
distance is too long and the business too light to justify that he could produce a good sketch or small clay anatomical development. The work of sewing is 
the extra cost of any other system, while when traffic model of it from memory. Again he should know it so finally completed, but the hQrse is still a sorrowful 
is heavy, as on special occasions, they can be used to well that he could deduce all the essential measurements looking specimen. While the clay is' yet soft the small 
handle the greatest number of passengers at least ex- from a single bone, especially a leg bone. No differ- anatomical details characteristic of the animal must 
pense. ence what the circumstances are, he must know his, be ca�fully worked out. The feet, joints, flanks, 

The" Coutractor" is designed for a wide range of animal and know it well before he can hope for any shoulders, ears, muzzle and eyes take days and some· 
special service, such as contractors' work, govern- success in the mounting of it. 

. 
times weeks of painstaking labor to give them that 

ment improvements, coal and ore roads, delicatet�uch of ease and grace seen in the 
quarries, iron, copper, fire clay and phos- living, bWlathing animal. Too much pains 
phate mines, industrial roads, etc. Tracks cannot be taJren with the head. It is fre-
for these purposes are usually short, but quently k€pt wrapped in damp blankets for 
with very bad curves and steep grade�, two or three months, while the minute ana-
and the work is continuous and severe. tomy of the nose and eyes are being wOrked 
Power is secured by putting all the weigh't OlItinfine detail. A year sometimes passes 
on the drivers and using small drivers. The before the eye gets its final finishing touches. 
wheelbase is short, so that the engine can .. I' � • 

pass excessive curves easily, but also long He Could Break the Crystal. 

enough, compared with total length of en- PORTER COMPRESSED AIR LOCOM<lTIVE. As a variation on the time-honored story 
gine, to avoid, to a great extent, the rock- regarding the perfection of control attain-
ing and plunging motion common to four-wheel ma- With the anatomy of the animal well in hand, looked able with steam hammers, London Tit Bits gets off the 
chines. The machinery throughout is designed so at both from a scientific and artistic standpoint, the following: 
that repairs, whether due to accident or wear,. can be operator is now ready for the next step, which is to .. I have been told," said Mr. Dubois, watching the 
made by an ordinary locomotive engineer without shop put up the so-called framework or core of the statue. great steam hammer in the rolling mill, "that a good 
or special tools quiekly and cheaply. This will be seen to best advantage by carefully ex- hammerma� can break the crystal of. a watch with 

The" Logger" has special adaptations for running amining the mechanism of Fig. 1. The midrib or that 30 ton hammer." 
on logging railroads and similar service. These roads body board, as it is usually called (on which the word "Yes, sir, " said the hammerman, "it can be done." 
usually vary from 1 to 2 miles to 8 to 12 miles in Comanche is written in Fig. 1), is placed in the center "I should like to see it," said Mr. Dubois eagerly, 
length, and are laid with light steel rails, 16 to 30 lb. as a backbone of strength, and roughly represents a feeling in his watch pocket. 
per yard, or sometimes with wooden rails. Power is vertical and longitUdinal section through the body. "I can do it, sir," replied the man. 
secured by carrying the greater part of the weight This board extends from the base of the neck to the ,. And will you?" replied Mr. Dubois, drawing out 
on the driving wheels. These engines are designed back part of the pelvis. A board about two inches his watch. "Come, I am anxious to see it tried." 
for their size o f  cylinders, with a given length of thick is used in an animal the size of a horse. T o  the' He laid. his watch o n  the great anvil plate. The 
haul and weight of rail, and grades and curves to get sides of it are fastened, in their proper places, L· hammer rose to its full height, and the next insta¢ 
out a greater amount of logs per day, and be de- shaped pieces, called in the language of the laboratory all its ponderous weight, with a crushing force which 
pended on to keep up their daily output for months "angle irons" (see B, in Fig. 1). One end of the L- shook the ground for an acre round, came down on 
at a time, without interruption, at less cost to operate shaped piece or "angle iron" (made in this case from the watch. 
than other engines. strap iron two inches wide and three-eighths thick) "There, sir," said the hammerman, "if you don't 

We also present an illustration of a compressed air is bolted to the body board. The other end, which believe that crystal is broken, just step down and you 
mine locomotive made by this firm, but not shown at extllnds some five inches at right angles from the body can see it sticking to the hammer." 
the Exposition, these locomotives being especially board, has been twisted half way round and ha� a hole Mr. Dubois swallowed a whole mouthful of lumps 
desirable where the ventilation is bad. This loco- near the end large enough to receive the upper end of and gasped before he could speak. 
motive may have one, two or three tanks for com- the leg iron. This latter has a thread cut on it which "But I forgot to say," he exclaimed, "that it was to 
pressed air, to be charged up to 400 to 700 pounds pres- allows it to be securely fastened by nuts, one above break the crystal without injuring the watch." 
sure, and may be 4, 5 or 6 feet high, according to the and the other below the arm of the angle iron. The .. Oh, yes," said the hammerman-" Yes, I know. I 
height of the mine entry and passages. These loco- leg irons are bent to proper shape and the leg bones have heard that rubbish myself, but it's all gammon. 
motives are built of different capacities, to haul from are fastened securely to them by means of stout cord I don't believe it. But you can break the crystal any 
150 to 600 tons on a level. and wire. This work should be done before the leg time." 

The firm make and keep in stock duplicate parts for irons are fastened to the body board. In case the leg 
all standard sizes and designs of their machines, so bones were not saved or have been lost, wooden ones 
that on receipt of a telegram the required piece is im- are either carved to take their place or the statue is 
mediately �hipped, which has come to be a necessity developed without them. 
from the fact that their business, commercially as well The skull is now properly adjusted upon stout rods, 
as mechanically, is widely different· from usual looo- and the pelvis and shouldel; blades, when the latter 
motive work. Their trade is largely in single engines, are used, are put in place. Perpendicular side strips 
of all possible gauges of track, for all kinds of usage, are fastened to the body board, and to these laths are 
of greatly varying sizes and designs, a',ld requiring nailed. This not only makes the body hollow, and 
special modifications to secure best results in each consequently lighter, but gives size to the bQdy, and 
separate case. Their output has increased constantly, saves winding on so much wood fiber or excelsior. 
and they have built over 1.500 of these light loco- Upon the proper adjustment of the framework de
motives for use in the various States and Territories pends the success of the mount. This framework is 
of the United States, including Alaska; and for ex- one of the most difficult things the operator has to 
port to Canada, Mexico, Cuba and the West Indies, contend with. In no business can it be more truth
Yucatan, Panama, Colombia, Venezuela, Guiana,' fully said that "well begun is half done." Not only 
Brazil, Argentine Republic, Uruguay, Peru, Chile, the legs, with all their bends and curves, but the 
Equador, Hawaiian Islands and Japan. Their export height, length and width of the animal's body, must 
trade amounts to about 15 per cent of their production. be determined at this early stage of development; 
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THE Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad Company have jnst 
inaugurated the Chesapeake & Ohio Steamship line, 
which will run between Newport News, Va. , to Liver· 
pool and London. Six new steam(>rs have been built 
at West Hartlepool and Glasgow. Each boat will 
make the round trip in about six weeks. All of them will 
be devoted to freight traffic exclusively. Newport News 
is near the Mississippi, and considerable grain from 
the Northwest can be diverted from the northeastern 
lines to the C. & O. The harbor of Hampton Roads is 
superb, and the terminal facilities of the railroad at 
Newport News are excellent, its grain elevator stores 
1,600,000 bushels, and its yard has room for 3,000 cars. 
There are seven great piers, the capacity of the export 
merchandise pier being 1,500 cars. The new vessel 
which was present at the inauguration was the Rappa
hannock, 370 feet long, 44 feet beam, with a gross ton
nage of 3,860 tons; top speed, 14 knots. 
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